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The sloop Samoa with the whale shark lashed to its hull. 
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 Captain Thompson’s 
catch resulted in one of 
the first official North 
American accounts of 
this animal. The whale 
shark had only been 
scientifically described 
in modern records fewer 
than ninety years earlier, 
by a medical doctor in 
South Africa. Despite a 
few highly publicized 
encounters written by 
William Beebe and Thor 
Heyerdahl in the 1930s 
and 40s, biologists knew 
very little about this 
fish in the wild until the 
1990s. 

n the spring of 1912, a wealthy man from Cleveland, Ohio, traveled to south Florida to 
go fishing. He chartered a sloop named Samoa, run by Captain Charles Thompson and his 
chief mate, Bob Denny. The three men sailed south from Miami to the Florida Keys, searching for tarpon. 
Eventually they anchored in the lee of Knight’s Key, and in the morning they spotted the largest fish they had 
ever seen. The locals said it had been swimming around the area for a few days—but no one knew exactly 
what it was. 

 Captain Thompson assumed it was a shark. He vowed to catch it. They took two small boats, rowed directly 
over the massive, spotted fish, and plunged a harpoon into its back. As the morning wore on, they speared the 
animal several more times, shot it in the back about 50 times, and lashed it all around with rope. Though the fish 
did not thrash or fight or even seem in horrible pain, it took the three men with the help of several others about 
eight hours to get it onto the beach. When it finally died on the sand, they measured it at 38 feet—about the 
length of your average school bus. The fish was 18 feet around its middle.
 The Miami Metropolis and other newspapers quickly spread the story, but still no one could identify exactly 
this gigantic creature. The marine biologists at the Dry Tortugas, at the southern edge of the Keys, thought that it 
might be a huge killer whale, but they were only working off the reports.
 With much difficulty, which included the help of a steam tug, Captain Thompson and several other men 
lashed the fish to the Samoa’s hull and sailed it back to Miami. There, they floated their catch onto a marine 
railway, but the weight of the fish broke the rails. It likely weighed over thirteen tons—also roughly the weight of 
your average school bus.
 While Thompson hired a man to help him skin the animal and have a taxidermist preserve it under a 
purpose-built shed, biologists were able to identify it definitively as a shark because of its skin texture, the fins, 
and the distinctive gill slits. More specifically, this was a whale shark, which is not only the largest of the sharks 
and the largest fish in the sea, it’s the largest vertebrate on Earth that isn’t a mammal. 
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 Whale sharks are solitary, deep-sea 
creatures that live in tropical waters 
in all oceans, but they occasionally swim to more temperate 
waters. The whale shark has tiny, nearly harmless teeth. Using 
filters within its gills, it balloons open its mouth to gulp and 
sieve out tons of plankton, such as floating microscopic algae, tiny shrimps, copepods, and juvenile fish and 
their eggs. Among the 450 or so species of sharks, just three of them are filter feeders like the whale shark. 
These include the basking shark, which grows almost as large.
 Captain Thompson’s specimen was not the 
largest whale shark on record. Biologists 
have described whale sharks more than 
50 feet long, and unsubstantiated stories 
tell of even longer ones. Recently, 
scientists have recorded whale sharks 
diving more than a mile beneath the 
surface and individuals living to be 
some 70 years old.
 Back in 1912, after Thompson and 
the taxidermist finished preparing the whale shark in Miami, the captain took his specimen on the road.  
He exhibited his prize catch on a rail cart all over the country—from Florida to New Jersey to Chicago. 

Then, even as the specimen 
was deteriorating and 
beginning to smell, Thompson 
put the whale shark on a boat 
to exhibit along rivers. The 
boat and the whale shark were 
lost to a fire in 1922.
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Captain Thompson’s Whale Shark Road Show

In the next issue: the animal 
for which Russian mariners 
sailed all the way to 
California. For past “Animals 
in Sea History” go to 
www.seahistory.org. 


